Digital Experience Nordics, May 2nd 2019 – Stockholm
Registration
09.00 - 09.30

Registration

Opening & Keynote
09.30 - 09.45
09.45 - 10.45

Opening Digital Experience Sweden
Keynote

Break

10.45 - 11.15

Sessions
11.15 - 12.00
Lunch

12.00 - 13.00

Networking break
Please visit the booths of our partners at the exhibition floor!
OSINT & Dark Web
Innovation in DarkWeb
Intelligence & Investigations DataExpert

Digital Forensics
A stitch in time
stops crime – MH Service

Mobile Forensics
Mobile Forensic
Investigations - DataExpert

Networking break
Please visit the booths of our partners at the exhibition floor!

Sessions
13.00 - 13.45

OSINT & Dark Web
IBM i2 Enterprise Insight
Analysis - IBM

Digital Forensics
Physical Decrypted Images
from Macs with the T2 Chip
– BlackBag Forensics

Security Intelligence
Critical infrastructure as
target for Cyber Criminals Cyberbit

14.00 - 14.45

Stop Human Trafficking –
Use Case

The Amped Ecosystem of
Forensic Image and Video
Analysis – Amped Software

Real-Time Threat
Intelligence & Analytics –
Recorded Future

Break

14.45 - 15.15

Sessions
15.15 - 16.00
Refreshments
16.00

Networking break
Please visit the booths of our partners at the exhibition floor!
OSINT & Dark Web
Hacking is easy, but what
about covering your tracks? DataExpert
Networking drinks

Digital Forensics
Magnet Forensics

Mobile Forensics
Complex Made Simple with
MERCURE - DataExpert

Workshops:
11.15 – 12.00
OSINT & Dark
Web

Innovation in DarkWeb Intelligence & Investigations – Ana Maria Oniceanu,
Manager Counter Crime Analytics, DataExpert

Digital Forensics

A stich in time stops crime! - MH Service

Mobile Forensics

How to become a certified Mobile Forensic Investigator? – Erik Boerboom,
Cybersecurity & Digital Forensic Specialist, DataExpert

13.00 – 13.45
OSINT & Dark
Web

IBM i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis - Raf Verhoogen, IBM i2 Consultant

Digital Forensics

Physical Decrypted Images from Macs with the T2 Chip – Tim Thorne,
Solutions Engineer, BlackBag Technologies

Security
Intelligence

Critical infrastructure as target for Cyber Criminals – Andreas Nordenadler,
Cyberbit

What if you had a way back machine for DarkWeb? What new evidence and
investigation leads could you find in order to better fight and prevent crime? Join this
session and learn how to safely use DarkWeb, Pastebin, Telegram and other sources in
order to better find and aggregate relevant data such as: geographical distribution of
postings, bitcoin data, onion addresses, trends over time and related activities.

The advantages of a mobile Laboratory at the scene of a crime. Digital forensics. CSI
forensics. Anti-terror. Emergency control centre. Field operations.

This workshop gives you a sneak preview in the newest developments in the ‘Mobile
Forensics’ training from DataExpert. A vendor-neutral training in which you get 4 days
to learn via a lot of practical information, what it takes to be a Mobile Forensics
Investigator. A certified Mobile Forensic Investigator will be able to make his/her own
choices in the search for the most valuable information on mobile devices.

With the increasing use of mobile phones, tablets and other digital devices, there is
more data than ever. This Big Data, from OSINT and Cyber, internal and external data,
gives investigation work significantly more options, if it is used in the right way. How
do you use these large amounts of structured and unstructured data for more efficient
and better results? During this session, a software expert will take you through this
step by step.

Imaging Macs and the current associated issues; T2 - APFS - How MacQuisition &
BlackLight will assist

Threat actors and criminals are increasingly exploiting the growing connectivity
between IT and OT, creating major challenges for organizations.
Recent ICS attacks exploited IT to OT attack vectors, penetrating operational networks
through corporate IT or Industrial IT components and causing physical harm to the
operational environment. New IT attacks, along with vulnerable and unsecured OT
protocols, wide attack surfaces and lack of visibility, leave industrial and critical
infrastructures under threat.
To address these challenges, a new approach for securing ICS organizations must be
applied – one that addresses the full threat stack, and detects threats across the entire
attack surface.
In this session we will explore:
How attackers use IT networks to penetrate operational networks.
How deep packet inspection and machine learning can detect cyber-attacks and
continuity risks in real-time.
How effective monitoring can help organizations comply with critical infrastructure
protection regulations.

14.00 – 14.45
OSINT & Dark
Web

Stop Human Trafficking – Chris de Meijer, Sr. Account Executive, PI and
Registered OSINT Analyst®, DataExpert & Marja Sijpestijn, Manager
Scharlaken Koord

The third largest criminal industry in the world affects millions of men, women and
children around the world - and is largely invisible. With the help of IBM® i2®
intelligence analysis for OSINT data, the Dutch non-profit organization ‘Scharlaken
Koord’ takes an intelligence-based approach to disrupt human trafficking networks at
their source. Participate in this session and see how new high-risk cases are found in
minutes instead of weeks of browsing open source data.

Digital Forensics

The Amped Ecosystem of Forensic Image and Video Analysis - Antonio
Procentese, Technical Sales, Amped Software

Security
Intelligence

Real-Time Threat Intelligence & Analytics

15.15 – 16.00
OSINT & Dark
Web

Hacking is easy, but what about covering your tracks? - Sjoerd van der
Meulen, Cybercecurity Specialist, DataExpert

Digital Forensics

Magnet Forensics

Mobile Forensics

Complex Made Simple with MERCURE – Ana Maria Oniceanu, Manager
Counter Crime Analytics, DataExpert

Video can be one of the most impactful forms of evidence and frequently the only
source of evidence in a case. Time is often crucial and the quicker an investigator can
obtain and view footage the better. But this is not always possible with proprietary
formats or dark and blurred images. Amped Software's full line of solutions have been
developed to assist an entire organization with all investigations, starting from the
field, up to the forensic lab, and then to the courtroom. Easily convert and play
unplayable proprietary formats. Enhance blurred or dark videos and images. Ensure
your photo evidence has not been tampered with and determine what specific device
took the image. Learn how Amped solutions have been designed to protect users by
ensuring forensic integrity. The scientific methodology ensures repeatable and
reproducible image and video evidence to support intelligence, investigations and
courtroom presentations.

More information will follow

Cybercrime is easy and accessible for everyone. The chance of being caught is very
small and the earnings are considerable. As a hacker to be invisible online and stay
that way, appears to be virtually impossible. During this session we take you into the
world of cybercrime, which processes a hacker must go through and what traces he
leaves behind.
During this workshop will Sjoerd van der Meulen, Cybersecurity specialist at
DataExpert, share from his experience as internet-detective at the Amsterdam Police,
how to do effective research ‘under the radar’.

More information will follow

Telecom data is essential for solving serious organized crime. Learn how you can
address the high complexity of your telecom data for a much more efficient crime
investigation. MERCURE’s innovative and unique approach ensures thousands of
formats, including forensic extractions, car trackers data, interception and CDR’s from
multiple countries are easily being imported, combined and multi-dimensionally
analysed. Join this session and get acquainted with the best proven software on the
market in this area in more than 15 countries.

